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AN PXCIT)1) HYPERON OF MASS 1520 MeYC 

Maetdrniliano FerroLuzz,t Robert D. Tripp. and Mason B. Watson 
* 	

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Zecember 5, 1961 

By investtatiñg the Cp interaction in the vicinity of 400 Mev/c, we 

have established the exitonco of an excited hyperon which is well described by 

the following properties: 

Mass: i5ZOe3Mev 

Half-width: r/z 13 8 Mev 

laotoptc spin:. 0 

Spin: 3/ 

Parity: even with respect to Kp (D 312 ) 

Branching ratios: RNt Xiv: AZii 3:5:1. 

In this study, the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 1 54n. hydrogen bubble 

chamber was placed in a separated K beam. The beam was separated at 

760 MovIe, and then degraded by a copper absorber placed in front of the chamber. 

The composition of the beam at 400 Mev/c was K:1T 7:1. A total of 10.000 iC 

interactions was measured and fitted. 

Table I lists the five K momentum settings and the cross sections 

observed for each of the reactions. The only important bias correction 

for small angle Kp scattering where a cutoff of cos 0 0.9TI110 is the center-

of-mass angle of the scattered K) was imposed and the total elastic cross section 

was obtained by extrapolating the differential croá section to 0 dog. The path 

length at each momentum was established from the number of T decays. No 

significant ambiguity arose In the interpretation of the events, except for the 
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case of the neutral-hyperon production This involves disentangling Air°, 

and Air° u°  reactions (Zir°ir°  production may be neglected at these 

energies) among events in which a single A is observed associated with an 

incoming iC. These events were aelected on the'basis of incoming K momentum 

as measured by curvature1 Those whose curvature deviated by more than 1.5 

• standard deviatIons from.the known beam momentum (as measured from r decays) 

were not considered. Thàee accepted'were averaged, with their appropriate 

central beam momentum in order to. obtain a better measure of the K momentum 

at, the Interaction point. This averaged momentum was then used to transform 

the decay-A kinetic energy into the cents r of mass of the lCp reaction and to 

compute the total missing mass required to conserve four-momentum. The 

An reactions (pure 'isotopic spin, 1. 1 appear as a Gaussian distribution centered, 

around the square of the ff mass in an ideogram of the events plotted against 

missing mass squared. The widths of the observed distributions are related to 

the uncertainty of the measurements and are sufficiently narrow to allow a 

separation of these reactions from the 10  part (00 	ir ir and A °), The error 

Introduced thereby is less than the statistical uncertainty. The further separation 

of the 10  reactions into 	(flat spectrum) and Air0 t 0  (whose spectrum 

presumably follows 3-body phase space like Aiir') is more difficult since the 

pectra overlap considerably. However, for values of the missing mass larger 

than the maximum expected from a 	reaction, the separation can be made; 

and the remainder of the Aiy ° t °  spectrum is assumed to behave as phase space. 

,able I lists the Aw°ir°  coas sections obtaIned in thiü way. Onecan see that, 

at all momenta. eAOO > 112 CA•  But  OO,rO  equals 1/2 ar+.  for 

An IT production purely through I and is lees than that if any production takes 

place through I. We then infer that A ZIr production proceeds predominantly 

through I0 at these energies. 
1  and attribute the discrepancy to statistics and 

to a few poorly measured 	events. To obtain the Z ff cross section, we 
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thus subtract 1/2 a +  from the 10  neutral-hype ron production and take 

Air,r' 

The entries in Table I for ,  (r)0 and 	are obtained from the charge,. 

independence relationships 

3( 0O)  

and 

-+ 	00 
) + (Z IT ) 

- 2(Z yr 

where the subscripts refer to the isotopic spin state. 

It is seen from Table that there is a considerable enhancement in 

A 1v+ w , and Knintbe vicinityof  395 Mev/c, whereas (Eir) 1  andAnr0  

show no enhancement. We conclude that absorption takes place strongly in 

at this momentum. The resonant part of I  approaches wk the maximum 

permissible for J 3/2. Since A 	and K 0n reactions are more precisely 

measured than those in other channels •  (typically 6K th 7 Mev/c and ± 5Mev/c, 

respectively), one can study the momentum dependence of the cross section in 

more detail than is shown in Table I. We have merged all momenta and made 

an ideogram of the events vs momentum; from this we obtain the cross sections 

for Air 1 1T andn shown in Figs. Ia, b. These plots give us the mass and width 

of the excited state quoted above. 

The total Cp elastic cross section does not exhibit the enhancement at 

395 Mev/c as well as the other channelu because of the presence of a large non-

resonant cross section. However the differential K'p cross section displays 

a striking behavior. Figure Za is a plot of the coefficients A. B, and C in 

the least-squares Lit of the differential kCp cross section d/d 

(A + 8 cos U + C co 4O) (ir /4n)mb/ar. It is seen that A dips at 395 Mev/c, 

whereas C is very large at the resonance and falls rapidly on both sides, 2 

This suggesta that the resonance interferes strongly with a state of the same 
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parity. The nonsero value of B implies that a small monotoiilcally ruing 	.. 

amplitude of the opposite parity is also present. Below 250 Mev/c, all 

channels are consistent with a sero.effectiva-rango S-wave analysis We find 

tbà Humphrey-Roes (Solution I) S-wave scattering lengths to be in good agreement 

with this experiment 1  apart from the resonance at 395 Mov/c and a small 

amount of P wave scattering (<1 rnb). 

Figure 2b shows the quantities A. B. and C for charge-exchange scattering. 

Again the data fit the z.ero-effoctive.range solutions plus a resonant term at 

395 Mev/c of the same parity. 	. 	 . 

The curves for A and C in Figs. 2a. and b are conetiucted in the following 

manner. Since 	Kp •'o + 11 )/4Taud Z0n (I I1 )/JZ a.reeonance 

in a pure I spin state yields equal enhancements in tbeøe cbannels The non-

resonant S-wave amplitudes are then obtained by subtracting a 5.rnb resonant 

cross uection from both k(p and R on cross sections at 395 Mev/c# yielding 

5elaatic L 2t ima 8citarge exchange 0.51 in accord withthe corres.onding 

nonreeonant1 0  and I absàrption cross sections as well as the Humphrey-Ros. 

solutions, A. resonant 	amplitude of the Breit-Wigner form D a Zx/(4) 

in added, wherex 	.e Z(E, 	)/F. and r = r + r.  Here 	is the 

partial decay width of the excIted hyperon into Kp plus Ron and r is the partial 

decay.width into byperon channelø which may be further divided into ZiT and 

AZw. 	 E isi. the total energy in the center of mass, and E a 1520 Mev 

ia the resonant energy. The value x 0.35 0.05 Is obtained from the over-all 

beat fit to the resonant bumps in the total croaw sections for the varIous channels. 

It should be noted that the resonant and nonresonant amplitudes are essentially 

fbed by the total croos eectton, hence the curves in Fig. Za and b are 

predictionu. not fits to the data. The angular dlitribution is of the form 

22 	2 
---- 	!P. + (S ZD )c080 ; 	 iS.-D 	uinO 
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where P is the P 	 amplitude. S is the S-wave amplitude. and D in the resonant
1/2  

amplitude. From this expression It in seen that a relatively small D-wave 

amplitude I. capable of producing the large coe2O observed in the angular die 

tHbution without a concurrent large rise in the elastic crone section in agree-

inent with the experiment. The data are coniiøtont with the resonant cross 

sections being the Same in elastic and charge-exchange scattering., which shows 

that interference between the resonance and the .I. amplitude of the same S and 

• parity is email. 	 : 

• 	The alternative possibility of a P 32  resonance is 'beset with the following 

difficulties: 	 .• 

Assuming the isotropIc part of the cross section to be largely S-wave, 

one would have to invoke a larger resonant amplitude in elastic than in charge-

exchangó scattering to account for the difference InC elastic and C charge. 

exchange. This would imply that the, resonance is not in a pure I spin state. 

If one were to suppose that the S wave is email at the resonance and 

that PI 
and P312  are the dominant amplitudes, then n some lower momentum 

region there must have been a transition from S to P1,2. resulting in a large 

cosO term in the transition region. There is no evidence for a large . anywhere 

below 400 Mev/c in Figs. Za and b. Since absorptive processes are strong, 

the scattering amplitudes are largely tmagInary, thus the possibility in extremely 

remote that 5- and P-wave amplitudes are orthogonal throughout this region and 

therefore do not yield a large B term. MOreover, the momentum dependence 

of the nonresonant parts of the tN cross sections is consistent with S waves 

and is not that to be expected for P waves. 

The coeffIcients 13 in Figs. Za and b suggest a uniformly increasing 

?-waye crone section. If the P-wave amplitude is taken to be imaginary 

(purely absorptive), its magnitude is in satisfactory agreement with the amount 

of absorption from this state required by the hyperon angular distributions and 

polarizations. 
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The resonant cross section for Ew plus AZir prodnction is 

I2[x(lx)]h1'/(_t) j. Since x is loss than 1/Z, the excited hyperon is. 

coipled more strongly to the pion-hyperon systems than it is to the kaon-

nucleon system., The branching ratios are .N: r: AZ1T 3:5:1 9  where the 

symbols mean the sum of rates into all charge etate. The angular distrlbutionø 

and polarization in hyperon production are in good agreement with the picture 

presontod above. A discussion of 	angular distributions and polarizations 

and their relationship to the Z parity will be presented in the near future 

We thank the other members of this collaborative experiment--P. L. Eastiori, 

3, P Dorge, 0. I. Dahi, J. Kirz, D. U Miller, J. 34 Murray, and A H. 

Rosenfeld--loi their efforts in obtainingthe data. We also tlianls P rofessor : 

L. W. Alvarez for his support and encouragement The help from our scanners--

D. J. Church, C.'. Dudley, M.. F. Kelly, C. :OwOnC. and R Tye-in finding and 

analyzing the events is gratefully acknowledged. 
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FOOTNOTES AND REFERENCE3.., 

*Work sponsored by the tL. S Atomic Energy Com'rriisslon. 

tNational Academy of Scieices Fellow. 

1. A Dálitz plot of T.+ vs T of 	shows no etatietically significant 

deviation from uniformity. An admixture of 10 and I would in general 

produce an asymmetry in the Dalitz plot about the line T+ T. There 

ia no clear evidence for the production of Y + i throebold 1520 Mev). 

Whether the coincidence of this threshold with the oxcited-hyperon maeø 

is fortuitous is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Z.• The preenceof a large coa 2O term at 400 Mev/c was obaervO4 in earlier 

oxperimento See L. W. Alvarez, in Ninth Internationa1 Annual Conference 

on High Energy Physics, Kiev, 1959 (Academy o Sciences ((JPAP), 

Moscow, Russia, 19601 and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report 

UGRL-9354. August 1960; and P. Nordin, Phys Rev. 123, 2168 (1961).. 

R. H. Cappe. Phys. Rev. Letters 6, 375 (1961) has conjectured that this 

artees.from a p3/2  interaction 

3. W. E. Humphrey (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL-9752, 

June 1961) and R. R. Rosa (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL- 

949, June 1961) have analyzed the low-energy Kp data and find two eoluttons 

consistent with this data. The preferred one (also £avord by other expert-

meute) gives for the 1 and I I scattering lengths (in fermis) 

A 0  (0.Z2*107) + I (2.74Z0.31) 

and 	 A 1  (+0.019*:33) + I (03840,075). 

rheso scattering lengths yield the following valu&s of the S-wave arnplltude 

for elat1c and charge-exchange scattering at 395 Mev/c 

	

$eJ.aatic 
(00.2) + (l.l0.1)i. Scharge exchange .. 	 . 	 (002) + (0,50.1)1, 

Deviations frown the omenturn depcndeace of the clatic and charge * 

exchange cross sections predicted by the above values of A. 0  and A1 
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do occur at 513 Mev/c. This could be duo to P-wave ecattering.or to 

the onset of effective-range corrections to the S waves or to both. 

• 4. Thi.ø.form can be obtained immediately from the familiar S. P11and 	X'. 

P3,2  expansion by a Minami transformation: S P 112. P 	S. 

P3/2  D. We disregard in the transformed expression, aincó 

in none of the many angular distributions do we see any evidence for 

coe3O expected from a P3/z  - D 312  Interference. Nor do we find any 

• 	need for coe40 terms, so that the angular momentum of the, resonance to 

very unlikely to be higher than 3/2. • 	 •• •• •.. • 

S. Comparison between the forward-scattering amplitude £(0) and Irnf(0) 

obtained from the optical theory shows Itef(0) to be conatetent with zero • • • 

• 	in agreement with this concluton. • 	 •. 	 .•.. • 

4 
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itmure  Leezt4s 

Yig. 1. Momentum dependence of the cross section for the reactions 

(a) K + p -ø  A + V + ir and (b) K + p - 	+ a. The lower curves 

In (a) and (b) represent the presumed non-resonant backgrounds, 

while the upper curves contain in addition the superposed resonance. 

irig. 2. Ecperimenta1 points and calculated curves showing the momentum 

dependence of the coefficients of the angular distrIbutions for the 

reactions (a) iC + p - 	+ p and (b) K + p — + a. The 

cooillcionts are dimensionless constants defined by 

2  dcr/d 	(A + 	coe9 + C coaO) ( k2/dii) mb/er, 
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